
Chapter 2
A Self-Governing and Decentralized Network
of Smart Objects to Share Electrical Power
Autonomously

Amrutha Muralidharan, Horia A. Maior, and Shrisha Rao

Abbreviations

DPD Decentralized power distribution
HPF Highest power demand first
IoT Internet of things
LPF Least power demand first
SPOF Single point of failure

2.1 Background

Much effort has been invested in the analyses of methods for allocating and
managing resources among large distributed systems. Together with these issues,
improving the energy efficiency of a system can be done at the demand-management
level [21]. A common resource to be shared is electrical power, used in all kinds
of devices around us, such as household appliances (fridge, computer, kitchen
appliances, etc.). An Internet of Things (IoT) [9] is a term to describe a network
of things—objects not traditionally thought of as computers (e.g., cars, household
appliances), which may nonetheless be connected using Internet protocols and
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technologies (TCP/IP, etc.). Assuming that such a network of objects is connected
to a shared, variable power supply, it is fruitful to consider protocols by which they
may function effectively in a decentralized manner, efficiently sharing electrical
power. We present a novel model where a network of connected, autonomous smart
objects efficiently share electrical power from a common, limited power supply.

Every object within the network has an individual power requirement (rating).
The power rating of an object may change over time, as it may have multiple levels
of power settings (e.g., a hair dryer or washing machine typically has multiple
settings), and objects can either be powered (i.e., consuming their full power
demand) or not powered at all (consuming zero power). Following Rao [25], objects
drawing power resource are distinguished from one another by a priority value. This
is because in practice, some objects are more important than others in terms of their
functions and utilities. In our model, we assume that the priorities of objects in the
network are provided to us, thereby enabling us to distinguish which objects should
have access to power first. Kato et al. [13] propose “a dynamic priority model to
control the power flow to the appliance in real time: : : because the priority of an
individual appliance should be determined dynamically depending on the appliance
properties and user’s lifestyle pattern.” Our work is agnostic to the method used
to arrive at object priorities. The priorities may change over time (for example, a
toaster may have a higher priority in the mornings than during the rest of the day).

The model we present in this paper overcomes the limitations of having a central
controller or a master node of some sort to oversee the activities of all objects
(making decisions on behalf of the objects [20]). Instead, all objects decide their
own actions based on what we may consider an individual overview of the whole
system. The overview would be the information collected by each object in the
system from all other objects. This is possible through direct object communication
(objects exchanging information among them without human intervention [24]):
each object shares with other objects its priority and power demand by broadcasting
messages over the network. It is also assumed, as is standard, that the power required
for the objects to compute their actions is negligible compared to the power required
for their main functions.

The resulting system is an extensible and decentralized one, also overcoming
limitations such as scalability and reliability; objects can join or leave the system
at any time. Such a system is also not subject to a single point of failure (SPOF).
In other words, if an object fails to complete an action/task, the rest of the system
would not stop working or would not be affected, unlike a centralized system which
would be rendered entirely dysfunctional if the central controller were to fail. The
decentralized approach requires every object in the system to have processing and
communication functions, which would give them computing capabilities, and make
them capable of decision making. Such self-governing objects are technologically
feasible [23]. Liu and Zhou [14] describe an “autonomy feature,” where objects have
the ability to reason, negotiate, understand, adapt, and learn from other objects.

The power source for the system might not provide enough power to satisfy all
objects in the network at once. Therefore, higher priority objects should have the
chance to get powered first. To satisfy as many objects as possible given a limited
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power budget, lower-consuming high priority objects (higher-priority objects with
smaller power demands) would be considered for powering first. We refer to our
approach of power distribution in the network as decentralized power distribution
(DPD). Objects in the network might not necessarily require power at all times. For
example, a toaster may be considered to need power in the mornings when toast is
desired for breakfast, but it may not require power during the rest of the day. Such
objects can exit the network, thereby ensuring that the local overview of the objects
in the network contains only relevant information.

Our model follows a non-preemptive power allocation policy, with no partial
fulfillment. When an object is allocated power, the allocation is not forcefully inter-
rupted until it has finished its work, and allocation is either zero or sufficient to meet
its demand. However, there could be objects like laptops (when there is sufficient
charge), refrigerators, etc. which have “temporal interruption capability” [13]. When
sufficient power is not available for allocation to a higher priority object, powered
objects with temporal interruption capability can sacrifice their power for higher
priority objects. Moreover, in the network there are no dependencies among objects;
objects do not have to wait for other objects to finish tasks/jobs so they can do their
own work.

In subsequent sections, we describe the model in detail; also how objects
communicate with other objects, how they explore the system and create a local
overview of the network, and how they inform other objects when they wish to exit
the network. We also describe the Power Allocation and Redistribution algorithms in
the network using DPD; how and in what order the objects get powered, and how the
available power is distributed among the objects. Whether power is allocated to an
object or not is decided only after running both Power Allocation and Redistribution
algorithms, in that order. The Power Allocation algorithm considers objects in
decreasing order of priorities and at a particular priority level, in increasing order of
power demands. Thus the highest priority object with the smallest power demand is
the first to be addressed by this algorithm. In the Power Redistribution algorithm,
the power which was earlier assigned to a lower-consuming object (by the Power
Allocation algorithm) could be reassigned to a higher consuming object at the same
priority level in order to reduce the unallocated power in the system.

DPD ensures that the available power is used to the maximum extent possible.
When it comes to sustainable energy, the available power resource is variable, and it
should be used to the maximum extent possible at a given time (considering the
example of solar power, as much of the available power as possible should be
used when the sun is shining, as storage and later use tend to be expensive and
problematic [16]).

To complete the development of our model of network, we prove the correctness
of our approach in Sect. 2.4. We formulate four theorems stating relevant correctness
properties, and give corresponding proofs. In Sect. 2.5, a simulation example is
presented, showing for a sample network consisting of a set of household appliances
and a given power budget, how and in which order, appliances get powered.
Section 2.5 also compares the performance of DPD with two other methods of
power distribution; least power demand first (LPF) and highest power demand
first (HPF).
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An IoT of smart objects has the potential to be a great method for solving
demand-management problems [31]. Higgins et al. [8] discuss “a pathway” to flex-
ible power system automation. They propose a new approach based on “distributed
intelligence” rather than “traditional centralized control,” with the system improving
on many levels. We further develop along the lines of their approach, by creating a
decentralized distributed model of an IoT, where power resource consumers can
freely join and leave the system automatically at any time [28].

Zorzi et al. [32] point out that there is presently a first-time opportunity to
use the IoT approach to interact with surrounding environments and to exchange
information that previously was not available. They address a series of issues
pertinent to the IoT paradigm, including connectivity, scalability, self-management,
capability—all within the context of energy management. Monnier [17] discusses
how objects around us need to be more and more connected and suggest that
“connectivity is the key to automation.” Perera et al. [23] survey context-aware
computing by an IoT.

Niyato et al. [19] present a system that uses machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication to reduce the costs of a home energy management system. They
describe a smart grid system as having three major parts: power generation,
power distribution, and power consumption. Their M2M communication takes place
between home appliances and smart meters, and the system is dependent on a central
node or control center [19]. DPD overcomes the limitation inherent in using a central
controller of any sort. Objects in our model use a sort of M2M communication, but
in a different context; objects communicate among themselves and decide their own
actions (e.g., to get powered if suitable conditions exist). Karnouskos [12] supports
such an approach, and points out that communication between objects and other
entities, with “alternative energy resources which are smaller and decentralized,” is
one way to “achieve common goals such as energy efficiency.” Walczak et al. [30]
also describe M2M communication as part of IoT and Future Internet Engineering.

The combination of intelligent consumers and providers of sustainable energy
has been recently combined conceptually as the “Internet of Energy” [1, 5]. Bui
et al. [5] present a set of advantages of combining the smart grid and IoT, such as
decentralization of the control procedures. They mention that from a communication
perspective, the smart grid distribution network must also be scalable; this also
appears necessary given the high number of devices that are presumed to take part
in the future Internet of Energy [29].

Siano [26] presents ways in which systems can lower peak demand, and Gelazan-
skas and Gamage [7] propose a novel electricity demand control technique using
real-time pricing. Such methods often require coercive stopping of consumption at
a system-wide level. Our work overcomes the limitations of arbitrarily stopping
objects (which are consumers attached to a smart grid) from consuming power
at peak times, instead making the objects responsible for their own usage times
(objects decide for themselves a suitable time to get powered) but subject to global
availability limits.

The works discussed above consider how to reduce energy consumption in
networked systems, but there is also a substantial literature (though not directly
pertinent to our problem domain) on energy efficiency in networking itself—as may
be seen in the survey by Bolla et al. [4].
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2.2 System Description

In this section, an abstract model of the network within a demand-management
problem is discussed. The definitions and notations of the problem are defined, along
with a description of how the network is maintained.

Every object in the network is able to exchange information with other objects
(for simplicity, we abstract away the details of how they are physically connected,
and assume a reliable underlying communication service). It is also assumed that
every object has some sort of reliable computing capability. When an object wishes
to get powered, it joins the network and explores the whole system; it finds other
objects in the network and stores information about them. This way, every object
creates its own local overview of the system, and knows things such as its own
priority relative to other objects and its own power demand relative to other objects
at the same priority level as itself. Similarly when an object does not wish to get
powered any more, it exits the network and informs all the other objects about its
intention. The exploration and exit is possible through communication and exchange
of information among the objects.

2.2.1 Notation

Let there be numerous objects %i that demand and may consume electrical power
at any instant of time. The set of all such objects, denoted by O, together with
the power supply and the underlying communication network, comprise the whole
network at that instant O D f%0; %1; : : : ; %n�1g, the set of all n objects that demand
electrical power from the power supply at time t.

Each object consumes a non-negative amount of power (i.e., objects are not
themselves power sources). This amount of power, called the power demand of the
object, can vary with time. Let T denote the set of all time instances. Let RC be the
set of positive real numbers, and RC [ f0g the set of non-negative real numbers;
then the demand function f W O; T ! RC [ f0g, where f .%i; t/ D r means that the
power demand of object %i at time t is r.

The total power demand of the system at any time t, according to Rao [25], is
the sum of power demands of all objects in the system at time t. The total power
demand, denoted by D W T ! RC [ f0g, is given as:

D.t/ D
n�1X

iD0

f .%i; t/

The power supply can be described by the total amount of power from some
source(s), available to be shared among all objects of the system at a given time.
The power supply may also vary with time. The function � W T ! RC [ f0g is a
power supply function, where �.t/ D w indicates the power provided by the power
source at a given time t.
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Objects need to keep track of unallocated power in the system at any instant. This
is the amount of power which is not allocated to any object and is hence available
for allocation. The function u W T ! RC [ f0g is the unallocated power supply
function, where u.%i; t/ D v indicates that the power left unallocated in the system
at a given time t is v. Objects also need to know if there was a reduction in the
power supply. The function r W O� T ! fTRUE; FALSEg is used by each object to
indicate that there was a reduction in power supply at time t. Just before the power
distribution is done in the system or when there is a reduction in the power supply,
u.%i; t/ D �.t/.

In Sect. 2.1 we described each object in the system as having an assigned priority
level. Objects can have time-varying priority values. Let ı W O; T ! RC [ f0g be
a priority function, where ı.%i;t/ D a indicates that a is the priority of object %i at
time t.

Objects need to keep track if they are getting powered or not. Considering the
boolean values TRUE and FALSE, a status function p W O � T ! fTRUE; FALSEg
is given by:

p.%i; t/ D
�

TRUE if %i is powered at t
FALSE if %i is not powered at t:

When an object %i gets powered at time t, the boolean status function p.%i; t/,
becomes TRUE. This way, each object knows its status (powered or not powered)
at any given time.

There may be objects in the system which may be flexible to have preemptive
power allocation at times, allowing better utilization of the available power. For
example, under certain circumstances, power allocation to appliances like laptops,
cell phones, etc. can be pre-empted to be allocated to higher priority objects. Let
d W O � T ! fTRUE; FALSEg be a function that indicates if the power allocated to
a given appliance may be pre-empted at a time t. This function is given by:

d.%i; t/ D
�

TRUE if %i can be pre-empted at t
FALSE if %i cannot be pre-empted at t:

When joining the network, objects explore the system in order to create their
local overview of the network. In particular, each object is interested in storing
information about other objects; it wants to know the other priorities in the system
vis-à-vis its own priority, and know of objects with the same priority as itself. Every
object %i 2 fO.t/g maintains three arrays:

– PiŒ�� is an array where object %i stores all the priorities in the system (but without
the information of which objects are at what priority levels); this is sorted in
decreasing order such that PiŒ0� holds the highest priority known to %i.

– QiŒ�� is an array denoting objects with the same priority as %i. QiŒ�� is sorted in
increasing order of power demands, such that QiŒ0� holds the id of the object with
smallest power demand and same priority as %i.
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– RiŒ�� is an array denoting power demands of objects with the same priority as %i.
RiŒ�� is sorted in increasing order, such that RiŒ0� holds the power demand of the
object with same priority as %i and highest power demand at that priority level.

When joining the system (just before exploring), every object %i has just one
element in both PiŒ��, QiŒ�� and RiŒ��, viz., %i itself. The arrays are continually
modified as objects enter or exit the system.

2.2.2 Communication

As an abstraction of how the communication is done in the network, let %i; %j 2
fOg be two objects. Let msgŒ%i; %j; �� be a message (when there is no confusion
we simply write it as msgŒ��), where %i is the sender of the message, %j is the
receiver of the message, and � is the message (which may contain any kind of
information). After receiving a message, the receiver %j stores the message, by
function store.%j; �/, and sends an acknowledgement for receiving the message �

to the sender, as indicated by ackŒ%j; %i; ��. When an object %i sends a message
� to object %j, it locally sets a counter and waits for at most time C to get an
acknowledgement from %j. If %i does not get an acknowledgement within this time,
it assumes that there may be some sort of failure at %j and %j is no longer part of
the system. %i broadcasts this message to all the objects in the system. T he objects
can then update their local overview by deleting information about %j. Following a
standard approach [22], a message can also be broadcast or “flooded” over a system
of connected objects. Let broadcastŒ%i; �� denote that a message � is broadcast by
an object %i.

2.2.3 Exploration

All objects which enter the network (objects previously not in the network but wish
to get powered) need to “explore” the network. In this, objects communicate among
themselves and exchange information about their priorities, power demands, and
unallocated power in the system. At the same time, they receive, compute, and store
information about other objects, creating their own local overview of the system.
When the priority or power demand of an object changes, it has to broadcast the
new and the old values to all other objects. The other objects can then update their
local arrays PŒ��, QŒ�� and RŒ�� appropriately.
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2.2.4 Exit

Objects in the network may no longer wish to get powered, and may exit the system.
The leaving object informs all other objects about its intention. These other objects
can then update their local overview of the system. The message sent by the leaving
object contains three important information parts:

– its priority level ı.%i/;
– its power demand f .%i/; and,
– whether or not it is powered (p.%i; t/).

In case the leaving object %i has the same priority as an object %j receiving the
message, the latter has to remove the leaving object from the arrays QjŒ�� and RjŒ��.
In case the leaving object %i is the last one of its priority, the whole priority level is
removed from the array PjŒ��. Finally, if the leaving object was powered, the power
allocated to it becomes available for other objects. Each object updates the value of
the unallocated power in the system u.t/.

2.2.5 Failures

We have not focused on handling faults and failures in the system, but this is
intentional and does not affect the validity of our work. We briefly indicate why.

Communication Failures In the current context, communication failures are
easily handled because of some properties of the domain. It is accepted that
reliable communications are anyway essential in a cyber-physical system that share
electrical power [27], as communication failures can be exploited by attackers.
Real-time scheduling and control of a cyber-physical system of smart objects is
thus possible [6]. Power-line communication and other such mature technologies
also exist [3] so that objects that can receive power will always also be able
to communicate, unlike in a classical disconnected asynchronous system where
failures may go undetected [2, 15]. If an object loses its communication, it can
simply have the fail-safe behavior of stopping usage of power. Thus, we do not
explicitly consider communication failures in our model.

Object Failures Object failures can be handled using a classical heartbeat mecha-
nism [10]. Each object has a next-in-line and a before-in-line object associated with
it. For an object %i, the next-in-object %j is one that has the same priority as %i,
but the smallest power demand greater than that of %i. If %i has the highest power
demand at its priority level, the next-in-line objects are objects at the next lower
priority level. Similarly, the before-in-line object %k of %i is one that has the same
priority as %i, but the highest power demand smaller than that of %i, or an objects at
the next higher priority level after %i.
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Each object periodically sends a heartbeat to the next-in-line and before-in-line
objects. Objects that do not acknowledge the receipt of such a heartbeat, or which do
not send the heartbeat, are assumed to have left the system. A message is broadcast
to all the objects in the system when an object discovers that another has left. This
is again a standard approach seen in many systems, and is not our original work, so
we do not belabor details.

2.3 Power Allocation and Redistribution Algorithms

We start this section by comparing the key properties of DPD with two other pub-
lished approaches: the knapsack approach [18] and Energy on Demand (EoD) [13].
We then describe the DPD in detail; with the algorithms to allocate and redistribute
the available power among the objects in the network. The basic subroutines used in
the algorithms are described first, followed by the pseudocode and brief description
of the algorithms.

2.3.1 Comparison of DPD with Other Approaches

The knapsack approach [18] formulates the power distribution problem as a single
knapsack problem with each object associated with a power demand and a profit
which contributes for user’s “quality-of-life” (corresponding to priority level in
our model) and the power source as the capacity of the knapsack (Table 2.1).
The objective is to allocate power from the source by maximizing the “quality-
of-life” of users. When there are many low “quality-of-life” objects in the system,
the high “quality-of-life” objects may get totally ignored in this approach. Thus, in
the knapsack approach, there is no distinction between an object that accounts for a
high “quality-of-life” and an object that accounts for a low “quality-of-life.”

We introduce a term “sum of priorities” which is similar to “quality-of-life.”
In DPD, we do not maximize the overall sum of priorities of the powered objects
in the network. Instead, we maximize the sum of priorities at each priority level
(thereby maximizing the number of objects powered at each priority level) starting

Table 2.1 Comparison of
properties of DPD with EoD
and Knapsack method

Property DPD EoD Knapsack method

Scalable Yes Yes No

Decentralized Yes No No

SPOF No Yes Yes

Priority inversion No No Yes

Preemptive No Yes Yes

Complexity O.k � n/ O.n/ O.W � n/
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from the highest priority level to the lowest. The knapsack approach does not have
an objective function to minimize the unallocated power in the system. Our model
allocates power in such a manner that higher priority objects are considered for
power allocation before lower priority objects; and also, at each priority level, power
is allocated to objects in such a manner that unallocated power in the system is
minimum. Thus DPD is a multi-objective multiple knapsack problem where each
priority level is considered as a knapsack with capacity of the knapsack being the
unallocated power after power allocation to higher priority levels. The objectives
are to maximize the “sum of priorities” in each knapsack and to minimize the
unallocated power in the system. The knapsack approach computes an optimal
solution to the power distribution problem using a dynamic programming approach
with a computational complexity of O.W � n/ for n objects when the power source
is W units. This method thus depends on the power source and is worse for large
values of W. On the other hand, the message complexity of our method is O.k � n/

when there are n objects and k different priority levels in the system. This is much
smaller since k� W (generally).

We have already mentioned that EoD computes the priorities of objects dynam-
ically. It proposes a solution for power distribution involving a centralized server
which runs the power distribution algorithm and informs the objects how much and
how long the power is allocated to them. The centralized approach is automatically
susceptible to SPOF. In EoD, when an object enters the system, if the unallocated
power in the system is not sufficient to meet its power demand, power allocated to a
lower priority object is interrupted and allocated to it.

2.3.2 Basic Subroutines

In the AllocatePower() subroutine (Algorithm 1), if an object %i is not currently
getting powered (p.%i; t/ D FALSE/ or there was a reduction in the power supply
(r.%i; t/ D TRUE), it checks if the available power is sufficient to meet its power
demand. If it is sufficient, power is temporarily allocated to object %i .t.%i; t/ D
TRUE/ and the value of available power u.t/ is updated. Here we use a status
function t W O � T ! fTRUE; FALSEg which indicates if power was temporarily
allocated to %i. This is a temporary allocation, since there is a possibility that the
power allocated in this step may get redistributed to another object at the same
priority level with a higher power demand by the RedistributePower() subroutine
(Algorithm 2). When there is a reduction in power supply (r.%i; t/ D TRUE) and %i

is currently getting powered (p.%i; t/ D TRUE), if the new value of power supply is
not sufficient for %i, the power allocated to %i is withdrawn.

The RedistributePower() subroutine (Algorithm 2) redistributes power from
an object of lower power demand to an object of higher power demand at the
same priority level, thereby minimizing the unallocated power in the system. In
Algorithm 2, requestQ denotes the index of the lower power demand object in the
local variable Qi of object %i, and currentQ denotes its own index. At each priority
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Algorithm 1: AllocatePower()

1 w u.%i; t/

2 if .p.%i; t/ D FALSE or r.%i; t/ D TRUE/ and f .%i; t/ � w then

3 t.%i; t/ TRUE

4 w w� f .%i; t/

5 u.%i; t/ w
6 end
7 else
8 .p.%i; t/ D FALSE
9 end

level, objects which are not currently getting powered .p.%i; t/ D FALSE/ and were
not allocated power in Algorithm 1 .t.%i; t/ D FALSE/, check if there is an object
with lower power demand that is willing to sacrifice the power allocated to it. If the
total of the sacrificed power and the unallocated power in the system is sufficient
to satisfy the power demand of the current object, power is redistributed from the
lower power demand object to the current object (lines 4–16, Algorithm 2). If the
lower power demand object is not willing to sacrifice the power allocated to it, the
current object can inform all other objects at the same priority level that there is no
object which is willing to sacrifice power, by assigning the variable requestQ to ?,
a distinguished value.

The ChooseNextObjectOrPriority() subroutine (Algorithm 3) describes the
order in which Power Allocation and Redistribution takes place in the network. In
this subroutine, currentP and currentQ denote the index of %i in local variables Pi

and Qi, respectively. If %i is the last object in case of System Level Power Alloca-
tion (described in Sect. 2.3.3), or the first object in case of Priority Level Power
Redistribution (described in Sect. 2.3.4) at its priority level, then the next-in-line
object is one at the highest priority that is lower than the priority of %i .nextPriority/.
Otherwise, the next-in-line object is one with the same priority level as %i but with a
higher power demand in case of System Level Power Allocation or a lower power
demand in case of Priority Level Power Redistribution.

2.3.3 System Level Power Allocation

As we have mentioned, some objects might be more important than others, therefore
we ought to distinguish among them in terms of priority levels. In case of the power
supply not being sufficient to satisfy all objects, higher priority objects are satisfied
first. We also note that objects can have different power demands—one object may
need more power than others. In case of objects with the same priority level, the
system first serves the lower-consuming object. This ensures that the available
power is allocated to maximum number of objects in order of their priorities.
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Algorithm 2: RedistributePower()

1 w u.%i; t/

2 if p.%i; t/ D FALSE and t.%i; t/ D FALSE and requestQ < currentQ and
requestQ ¤ ? then

3 v RiŒrequestQ�

4 if f .%i; t/ � wC v then

5 requestObject QiŒrequestQ�

6 Send requestŒ%i; requestObject�

7 if msg D YES then

8 p.%i; t/ TRUE

9 requestQ requestQC 1

10 w wC v � f .%i; t/

11 u.%i; t/ w
12 end
13 else
14 requestQ ?
15 end
16 end
17 end

Algorithm 4 describes how the available power is allocated to the objects in the
system. It is run by all objects independently. It describes how the power allocation
starts from the highest priority object with the smallest power demand, and how each
object informs other objects about its actions and the remaining available power.
The first part of the algorithm (lines 3–6) concerns the highest priority object with
the lowest power demand. It is the first object with the chance to get powered. The
power allocation is already described in Algorithm 1. When an object has the chance
to get powered, it sends a message to the next-in-line object, which can be either of
the same priority but with a higher power demand, or one of the next lower priority,
informing it of the unallocated power available in the system. This is described in
Algorithm 3. The second part of Algorithm 4 (lines 7–11) describes the behavior
of objects upon receiving such a message. In the first place, objects check if the
message was directed to them (line 8). If so, it is their chance to get powered. The
lowest priority object with the highest power demand is the last one to receive the
message. It broadcasts the value of unallocated power to all the objects in the system
(lines 2–5 in Algorithm 3). This ensures that all objects are aware of how much
unallocated power is available in the system at any point of time.

The worst case message complexity of Algorithm 4 is O.k � n/ (where k is the
number of priority levels in the system).

Algorithm 4 ensures that power is allocated to the maximum number of objects
in order of their priorities. However, the unallocated power in the system can be
further minimized without any change in the number of objects getting powered,
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Algorithm 3: ChooseNextObjectOrPriority()

1 w u.%i; t/

2 if Œflag D 0 and sizeof .QiŒ��/ D currentQC 1� or Œflag D 1 and currentQ D 0� then

3 if sizeof .PiŒ��/ D currentPC 1 then

4 broadcastŒ%i; w�

5 end
6 else
7 nextPriority PiŒcurrentPC 1�

8 requestQ 0

9 broadcastŒ%i; nextPriority; w; requestQ�

10 end
11 end
12 else
13 if flag D 1 then
14 nextObject QiŒcurrentQ� 1�

15 end
16 else
17 nextObject QiŒcurrentQC 1�

18 end

19 Send msgŒ%i; nextObject; w; requestQ�

20 end

Algorithm 4: System Level Power Allocation

1 flag 0

2 t.%i; t/ FALSE

3 if ı.%i; t/ D PiŒ0� and QiŒ0� D %i then

4 AllocatePower./

5 ChooseNextObjectOrPriority.flag/

6 end

7 Upon Receiving msgŒ��
8 if Œ%i D nextObject� or Œı.%i; t/ D nextPriority and QiŒ0� D %i� then

9 AllocatePower./

10 ChooseNextObjectOrPriority.flag/

11 end

by redistributing power among objects at the same priority level using Algorithm 5
(described in Sect. 2.3.4). This ensures that the wastage of power is minimized. This
is critical especially when renewable sources of energy like solar energy are used,
since storing them is extremely difficult.
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2.3.4 Priority Level Power Redistribution

In Algorithm 5, Power Redistribution starts from the highest priority object with
the highest power demand (line 3). At each priority level, the network tries to
redistribute power from an object with lower power demand to one with a higher
power demand, using Algorithm 2. When an object gets a request from a higher
power demand object to sacrifice its power, it checks if it was allocated power in
Algorithm 4. If so, it sends a message expressing its willingness to sacrifice the
power allocated to it (lines 13–20). Otherwise, it informs the higher power demand
object that it does not have any power to be sacrificed. When an object gets a chance
to redistribute power, it sends a message to the next-in-line object, which can be
either of the same priority level but with a lower power demand, or one of the next
lower priority (Algorithm 3), informing it of the unallocated power in the system
and the next object which may be willing to sacrifice power (requestQ). The second
part of the algorithm (lines 8–12) describes the behavior of objects upon receiving
such a message.

Algorithm 5: Priority Level Power Redistribution

1 flag 1

2 last sizeof .QiŒ��/
3 if ı.%i; t/ D PiŒ0� and QiŒlast� D %i then
4 requestQ 0

5 RedistributePower./

6 ChooseNextObjectOrPriority.flag/

7 end

8 Upon Receiving msgŒ��
9 if Œ%i D nextObj� or Œı.%i/ D nextPriority and QiŒlast� D %i� then

10 RedistributePower./

11 ChooseNextObjectOrPriority.flag/

12 end

13 Upon Receiving requestŒ��
14 if t.%i; t/ D TRUE then

15 t.%i; t/ FALSE

16 Send msgŒ%i; %j; YES]
17 end
18 else
19 Send msgŒ%i; %j; NO]
20 end
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The worst-case message complexity of Algorithm 5 is O.k � n/ (where k is the
number of priority levels in the system).

Algorithms 4 and 5 are run periodically to refresh the system (e.g., once a day, or
once an hour). Algorithms 4 and 5 are also run when there is a change in the power
supply or when there are objects leaving the system. Whenever there is a change
in power supply (increase or decrease), the power source broadcasts the new value
to the objects. Power allocation and Redistribution will have to be redone for the
entire system in that case. Some objects which were initially getting powered may
no longer be powered (if there is a decrease in power supply) or more objects may
start to get powered (if there is an increase in power supply).

Where there is a decrease in power supply, powered objects that are flexible for
preemptive power allocation sacrifice their power and the algorithms are run with
the total power as the sum of the power supply and the power sacrificed by the pre-
empted objects. The pre-empted objects are not totally removed from the allocation
list, but their power may get reallocated to higher priority objects. When new
objects enter the system, the unallocated power is distributed among them without
disturbing the objects that are already getting powered currently. If the available
power is not sufficient for the new object, the power allocated to a lower priority
object which is willing to pre-empt the power allocated to it d.%; t/ D TRUE can be
reallocated to the new object.

When objects that are getting powered leave the system, the power allocated to
them becomes available for the remaining objects. Algorithms 4 and 5 are then run
to distribute the unallocated power among the remaining objects. When the power
demand of an object increases, it checks if the unallocated power is sufficient to
satisfy the additional power demand. If so, it takes the additional power, otherwise
it stops getting powered and the power allocated to it is freed for the other objects.
When there is a decrease in an object’s power demand, the difference in its power
demand is available for the other objects.

2.4 Proofs of Correctness

We have already mentioned that our model assumes that the objects are connected
by a reliable communication service and each object has processing and communi-
cation capabilities. These are very critical for any distributed system to work. We
also assume that the priorities are provided to us. Each object knows its priority
and power demand at any instant and is able to broadcast these to other objects. We
now identify a set of desirable properties of the smart object model, and prove the
correctness of the DPD design by showing that they hold.

We claim that the system we propose is wastage free. By this, we mean that there
is no object %i 2 O in the system that is not powered, i.e., .p.%i; t/ D FALSE/, when
in fact there is enough power resource to meet %i’s demand .f .%i; t/ � u.t//.

This is indicated formally as follows.
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Theorem 1

�%i 2 O; .p.%i; t/ D FALSE/ and .f .%i; t/ � u.t//:

Proof By contradiction, assume 9%i 2 O in the system such that p.%i; t/ D FALSE
while there is sufficient power to satisfy its demands, .f .%i; t/ � u.t//. There are
two cases to consider:

– Object %i is the highest priority object with the smallest power demand (among
objects of the same priority); if p.%i; t/ D FALSE, following line 2 in
Algorithm 1 f .%i; t/ � u.t/. Power demand f .%i; t/ cannot be both � u.t/ and
� u.t/. Hence a contradiction.

– Otherwise, the object must have received a message from a higher priority object;
if p.%i; t/ D FALSE, similar to the above case, f .%i; t/ � u.t/. Power demand
f .%i; t/ cannot be both � u.t/ and � u.t/. Hence also a contradiction.

ut
We also claim that DPD ensures that the unallocated power in the system is

minimum and hence all available power is used by the objects to the greatest
extent possible. By this, we mean that there are no two objects at the same priority
level, with the lower-consuming object getting powered while the higher consuming
object is not, though it is possible to reallocate power from the lower-consuming
object to the higher consuming one and reduce the unallocated power in the system.
There are no objects %i; %j 2 O at the same priority level (ı.%i; t/ D ı.%j; t/), with %i,
an object with a higher power demand (f .%i; t/ > f .%j; t/) not getting powered while
%j gets powered (p.%i; t/ D FALSE and t.%j; t/ D TRUE), though there is sufficient
unallocated power in the system such that it is possible to reallocate power from %j

to %i (f .%i; t/ � f .%j; t/Cu.t/) and reduce the total unallocated power in the system.
This is indicated formally as follows.

Theorem 2 �%i; %j 2 O such that (ı.%i/ D ı.%j/) and (f .%i; t/ > f .%j; t/) and
(p.%i; t/ D FALSE and t.%j; t/ D TRUE) and (f .%i; t/ � f .%j; t/C u.t/).

Proof By contradiction, assume 9%i; %j 2 O such that ı.%i/ D ı.%j/ and f .%i; t/ >

f .%j; t/ and p.%i; t/ D FALSE and t.%j; t/ D TRUE while there is sufficient
unallocated power to reallocate power from %j to %i (f .%i; t/ � f .%j; t/ C u.t/).
There are two cases to consider:

– Object %i is the highest priority object with the highest power demand (among
objects of the same priority). If p.%i; t/ D FALSE while there exists an object %j

at the same priority level, with lower power demand than %i and p.%j; t/ D TRUE,
then following lines 4–16 of Algorithm 2, f .%i; t/ � f .%j; t/C u.t/ or %j replied
with NO to the request from %i (lines 13–15 Algorithm 2).
In the former case, f .%i; t/ cannot be both � f .%j; t/C u.t/ and � f .%j; t/C u.t/
at the same time. Hence a contradiction.
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In the latter case, t.%j; t/ D FALSE (lines 13–20 Algorithm 5). But t.%j; t/ cannot
be both TRUE and FALSE at the same time. Hence also a contradiction.

– Otherwise, object %i must have received a message from a higher priority object
or an object at the same priority level but with a higher power demand. If
p.%i; t/ D FALSE, following lines 4–16 of Algorithm 2, f .%i; t/ � f .%j; t/C u.t/
or %j replied with NO to the request from %i.
In the former case, f .%i; t/ cannot be both � f .%j; t/C u.t/ and � f .%j; t/C u.t/
at the same time. Hence a contradiction.
In the latter case, t.%j; t/ D FALSE (lines 13–20 Algorithm 5). But t.%j; t/ cannot
be both TRUE and FALSE at the same time. Hence also a contradiction.

ut
We claim that there is no priority inversion in DPD, meaning that higher priority

objects get powered first, if possible (that is if there is enough power available to
satisfy their demands), before the lower priority ones. This means that there are no
objects %i; %j 2 O, with i ¤ j, such that object %j has a higher priority than object
%i, the available power is more than the power demanded by any of the %i and %j

(u.t/ � f .%i; t/ and u.t/ � f .%j; t/), but the lower priority object %i is powered
(p.%i; t/ D TRUE) while the higher priority one %j is not (p.%j; t/ D FALSE).

This is indicated formally as follows.

Theorem 3 �%i; %j 2 O such that (ı.%i; t/ < ı.%j; t/) and (u.t/ � f .%i; t/ and
u.t/ � f .%j; t/), (p.%i; t/ D TRUE and p.%j; t/ D FALSE).

Proof By contradiction, assume 9%i; %j 2 O, such that priority of object ı.%i; t/ <

ı.%j; t/ and the power available can satisfy any of the two objects with power
resource u.t/ � f .%i; t/ and u.t/ � f .%j; t/. We also assume that p.%i; t/ D TRUE
and p.%j; t/ D FALSE after running Algorithms 4 and 5. There are two cases to
consider:

– Object %j is the one with the smallest power demand object and the highest
priority; following line 3 in Algorithm 4, object %j gets powered first (therefore,
before %i) and p.%j; t/ D TRUE. Object %j cannot be in the same time both
powered p.%j; t/ D TRUE and not powered p.%j; t/ D FALSE (the assumption
made). Hence a contradiction.

– Object %j is not the highest priority with the smallest power demand object;
objects get powered when receiving a message dedicated to them (lines 7–8
Algorithm 4). Messages flow from the higher priority object towards the lower
priority ones (Algorithm 2). If p.%i; t/ D TRUE and p.%j; t/ D FALSE, the
message must have first arrived to object %i. Therefore ı.%i; t/ � ı.%j; t/. But the
priority comparison cannot be both ı.%i; t/ < ı.%j; t/ and ı.%i; t/ � ı.%j; t/ at
the same time. Hence too a contradiction. ut
When there is an object failure, we assume that the heartbeat mechanism

(Sect. 2.2.5) ensures that the next-in-line or the before-in-line objects get to know
about it and broadcast the message to the other objects. We claim that the model we
propose is SPOF free, meaning that failure of an object to perform an action/task
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does not stop or affect the rest of the system. This means that there are no objects
%i; %j 2 O such that failure of %i leads to failure of %j.

This is indicated formally as follows:

Theorem 4 At any time t, �%i; %j 2 O such that %j fails when %i fails.

Proof Assume that %i is the next-in-line object after an object %k 2 O. Suppose
object %i fails when it is its chance to get powered. Assume 9%j 2 O, such that %j

fails when %i fails. There are two cases to consider:

– Object %j is the next-in-line object after %i. By contradiction, assume %j waits for
the message from %i for its chance to get powered. Since %i has failed, it does not
send the message to %j and %j does not get a chance to get powered. But, when %k

does not get an acknowledgement from %i within time C after sending a message,
it broadcasts that %i has failed, to all the objects. Thus all the objects in the system
delete the information about %i. Then %j becomes the next-in-line object after %k

and hence it gets a message from %k (Algorithm 2). But object %j cannot both get
a chance and not get a chance at the same time. Hence a contradiction.

– Object %j is any other object other than the next-in-line object to %i. Suppose
object %l is the next-in-line object after %i. We already proved above that %l is not
affected by the failure of %i. Thus %l gets a chance to be powered. Then %j gets
the chance to be powered before or after %l and is not affected by the failure of
%i.

ut

2.5 Results and Discussion

In this section, we analyze the results of our work using a simulation example and
compare the performance of DPD in terms of “sum of priorities” and “unallocated
power” with other decentralized power distribution methods.

2.5.1 Simulation

A sample system consisting of objects from a hypothetical smart home as consumers
of power is considered with realistic data from a published source (see Table 2.2).
Given limited proposed power budgets, we simulated which objects are powered and
in which order in various scenarios (three cases). Each object has a power demand
(usage setting), and a priority level (from 1 to 10) denoting its importance relative
to the other objects. The power resource budget is an amount of power in kilowatts
(kW) available to share among the objects.
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Table 2.2 Electrical appliances with their power demands and priorities (source: [11])

Object name Abbreviation Power demand (kW) Priority

Electric shower ES 7 6

Dishwasher Dw 1.5 1

Washing machine WM 1.5 2

Tumble dryer TD 3 2

Iron Ir 1.6 2

Toaster Ts 1 8

Oven Ov 2 8

Grill Gr 1.8 8

Fridge-freezer FF 0.4 10

Vacuum cleaner VC 1 3

Hairdryer Hd 1 9

Plasma TV TV 0.4 5

Desktop computer PC 0.15 9

Broadband router BR 0.01 10

Smart phone SP 0.005 10

According to Algorithm 4, the highest priority object with the smallest power
consumption is allocated power first. Algorithm 5 redistributes power from lower
power demand objects to higher power demand objects at the same priority level
whenever possible. Figure 2.1 shows that object SP should be powered first, and
also describes the order in which power flows among the objects.

For a power availability of 23 kW, all objects are powered, as the total demand
of all objects in the system is 22.365 kW < 23 kW. However, sometimes the budget
may not satisfy the system needs, and at other times there may be objects that do not
require power. We present three cases below, simulating the proposed system while
varying power budget and object demands:

CASE 1: Simulating which objects get powered if the power budget is 5 kW and
all objects in Table 2.2 require power and are hence in the system. Algorithm 4
allocates power to SP, BR, FF, PC, Hd, Ts, Gr, and TV. Their demand is 4.765 kW
and therefore the unallocated power after running Algorithm 4 is 0.235 kW.
Algorithm 5 redistributes power from Gr to Ov and the unallocated power thus
reduces to 0.035 kW. Table 2.3 shows which objects are powered and which are
not. Object ES is skipped as its demand is larger than the remaining power, and
object TV is being powered. The remaining power 0.035 kW cannot satisfy any
of the remaining objects or used for redistributing power, therefore this amount
is not used and objects Gr, ES, VC, WM, Ir, TD, and Dw are not powered.
CASE 2: The power budget remains the same (5 kW), but objects Ov and Ts do
not require power at the current time and hence leave the system. The second
column of Table 2.3 shows how a lower priority object VC, that was not powered
in Case 1 is powered in Case 2 for the same amount of power available.
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Fig. 2.1 The order of power usage in the IoT sample

CASE 3: Objects Ov and Ts still do not require power at the current time, and
the power budget is increased to 11 kW. Table 2.3 shows how for a higher power
budget, fewer objects are getting powered. This is because there is now enough
power to satisfy object ES, and this object in particular has the highest power
demand in the system (7 kW).

2.5.2 Performance of DPD

We already have noted that DPD ensures that power is allocated to the most number
of objects in order of their priorities (from highest to lowest) and the unallocated
power is minimized. In this section, we compare the values of “sum of priorities”
and “unallocated power” obtained using DPD with two other methods; least power
demand first (LPF) and highest power demand first (HPF). LPF allocates power
starting from the object with the least power demand and then considering objects
in increasing order of power demands. On the other hand, HPF allocates power to
objects in decreasing order of power demand. When there are multiple objects with
the same power demand, LPF and HPF select higher priority objects first.
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Table 2.3 State of each
object

Object Case 1 (5 kW) Case 2 (5 kW) Case 3 (11 kW)

SP On On On

BR On On On

FF On On On

PC On On On

Hd On On On

Ts On N/A N/A

Gr Off On On

Ov On N/A N/A

ES Off Off On

TV On On On

VC Off On Off

WM Off Off Off

Ir Off Off Off

TD Off Off Off

Dw Off On Off

On: object is powered; Off: object is not powered; N/A: object
does not require power currently

Fig. 2.2 Sum of priorities vs. power source in DPD, LPF, and HPF

In DPD, we do not attempt to simply maximize the “sum of priorities,” since
powering a large number of smaller priority objects may give the same value of
“sum of priorities” as powering fewer number of higher priority objects. Figure 2.2
shows that DPD nonetheless may give the highest values for “sum of priorities.”
This is because it allocates power to higher priority objects first, and maximizes the
number of objects selected at each priority level. In DPD and LPF, the objects which
get powered at a lower power source value continue to get powered as the power
available from the source increases and additional objects start getting powered.
Hence the “sum of priorities” continuously increases when the power source output
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Fig. 2.3 Unallocated power vs. power source in DPD, LPF and HPF

increases for these two methods. On the other hand, in HPF, objects which were
getting powered at lower power source need not continue to get powered at higher
values. Hence the “sum of priorities” may increase or decrease with increase in
power source. Figure 2.2 clearly shows that DPD selects the most number of higher
priority objects compared to the other LPF and HPF. HPF selects lower priority
objects for powering (indicated by the values of “sum of priorities”) which is
undesirable.

Figure 2.3 plots “unallocated power” obtained by DPD, LPF, and HPF over a
range of values of power source. Clearly HPF has least unallocated power (less than
100 W mostly), and hence there is minimum power wastage when HPF is used. DPD
performs better than LPF in terms of power wastage. We have already mentioned
that DPD does not attempt to minimize the overall unallocated power in the system.
It allocates power to objects such that as many as possible higher priority objects
are powered and for a particular set of priorities chosen, the unallocated power is
minimum.

2.6 Conclusions

We propose a model for the development of a self-governing system of smart objects
that autonomously share power without a central controller. The DPD method
describes an approach to distribute the available power among the appliances in
the system in the best possible way based on their priorities. By “best possible,”
we mean that as many higher-priority objects as possible are powered with reduced
power wastage. We do not look into how the priorities of objects are computed, and
assume that they are provided to us. We also compare the properties and analyze
the performance of DPD with other approaches and show that DPD is the best
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approach in a decentralized setup. Our model can be adopted and extended when
implementing a real smart home or similar system that has to work with a smart grid
or a variable power source. The model developed is extensible and decentralized,
such that it meets the needs and requirements of a system with a variable number of
connected objects. It is also SPOF free, and overcomes the limitations of having a
central controller by having self-governing objects.

Some challenges in using this approach in practical systems would be as in other
networked and IoT systems: to ensure system security, to be able to process data
in real time, and to ensure network efficiency and reliability. The biggest difficulty
could possibly be with ensuring compatibility of devices (objects) made by different
manufacturers. This in turn would necessitate the development of common protocols
and standards that would readily enable interconnectivity among devices. We see
such development as a natural future outgrowth of our work.
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